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Veto Slow Juicer

Introduction
Thank you for purchasing this Veto Mini V-1000 slow juicer!
This product has been designed and manufactured to give you
years of trouble free service.
Please take time to read these instructions prior to use - they have
been written to ensure you get the very best from your purchase.
As with any new electrical product please allow several hours of
use before all components have acclimatised themselves with your
surroundings and settled into optimum operation.

Technical Specifications
Model Number :
Input Voltage :
Output Power :
Instruction Manual :

Veto Mini V-1000
220-240 V 50/60 Hz
120W
1.0
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Safety Instructions
Please read the instruction manual carefully before using the device.
Please keep these instructions, the sales receipt and, if possible, the
carton with the inner packaging.
When using electrical appliances basic safety precautions should
always be followed. Check that the voltage indicated on the rating
plate corresponds with that of the local network before connecting
the appliance to the mains power supply.
Only use the appliance as described in this manual to avoid harm,
fire or electric shock. Do not use the appliance for any purpose other
than that for which it is designed.
If the supply cord is damaged, a qualified engineer must replace it
in order to avoid a hazard. This appliance is double insulated for your
protection. Do not attempt to repair a double insulated appliance or
attempt to repair this appliance yourself. Ensure that the supply cord
is kept away from heat or sharp edges that could cause damage. Do
not use extension cords.
This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children)
with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of
experience or knowledge, unless they have been given supervision
and instruction in the use of the appliance by a person responsible
for their safety. Children should be supervised to ensure they do
not play with the appliance. Make sure the cable is not hanging in a
downwards position and the appliance is stored in a place it is not
harmful for children.
Never immerse the unit, power cord or plug in water or any other
types of liquid. The appliance must be unplugged from the power
supply after use and during any maintenance or setting up, such as
cleaning or changing spare parts. Do not use with wet hands or use
in damp situations.
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Do not use outdoors. Do not use directly below a socket outlet. This
appliance is not intended to be operated by means of an external
timer or separate remote-control system. Never use this device
unsupervised. This appliance is designed exclusively for private,
domestic use and is not suitable for commercial or industrial use.
Only use the appliance on a stable, level, heat-resistant surface.
Use only attachments recommended or sold by Veto Juicers, others
may result in fire, electric shock or injury.
Always store the appliance in a dry environment. Always keep
this appliance clean at all times. This appliance complies with
all standards regarding electromagnetic fields (EMF). If handled
properly and according to the instructions in this user manual, the
appliance is safe to use based on scientific evidence available
today.
Always inspect your appliance before use. Check parts are correctly
attached. Avoid contact with moving parts. Do not use this appliance
if it has been dropped, left outdoors or dropped in water.
Do not put your fingers or other objects into the juicer while it is in
operation. If food becomes lodged in the opening, use the food
pusher to move it through safely. If that doesn’t work, use another
piece of fruit or vegetable to move it through. When neither is
possible, unplug the juicer and disassemble to remove stuck food.
Keep hands and utensils away from the auger (B) while processing
food to reduce the risk of severe injury or damage to the juicer. A
scraper may be used, but only when the juicer is off and the plug is
disconnected.
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First Time Use
Carefully unpack all parts of the juicer including those in the
packaging. Remove all labels from appliance prior to use. Give the
juice bowl a slight twist anti-clockwise and lift.
Before first use, carefully wipe the exterior of the appliance to
remove any dust that may have accumulated and dry with a dry
cloth. Do not use harsh or abrasive cleaning agents. Wash the
accessories in warm soapy water and dry. Do not immerse the
supply cord or motor part of this appliance in water or any other
liquids.
This appliance has a built-in safety lock; this feature ensures that
you can only switch on the appliance if you have assembled the
juicer correctly on the motor unit. When assembled correctly, the
built-in safety lock will be unlocked.
Before assembling the Veto juicer, ensure the power cord is
unplugged.
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Your Veto Slow Juicer
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pusher
Hopper
Strainer
Strainer Holder
Handle

6.
7.
8.
9.

Pulp Spout
Anti Drip Juice Spout
On / Off / Reverse Switch
Motor Unit

1
2

3

4

5

6
7

8
9
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How To Assemble
1. Place the juice bowl (E) on the motor
unit and give a slight clockwise twist to
lock.
A

2. Put the strainer holder (D) into the juice
bowl (E).
3. Put the strainer (C) into the strainer
holder (D) with the arrow aligned with the
pulp spout.

B

C

4. Put the juice auger (B) into the strainer
(C).
5. Fit the hopper (A) on to the juice
bowl so the dots are aligned and twist
clockwise into position so it locks into the
main body.
6. Place the pulp tank beneath the pulp
spout on the left hand side of the juicer’s
main body.

D

7. Place the juice jug under the juice
spout (7).
8. Slide the food pusher (1) down the food
chute.

E

IMPORTANT: For safety reasons the
juicer will not operate if the juice
bowl and hopper are not correctly
assembled.
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How To Operate
Your Veto Mini V-1000 slow juicer is suitable for most common fruits
and vegetables such as carrots, apples, tomatoes, celery, spinach,
cucumbers and so on. Unlike traditional juicers, your Veto slow juicer
uses a slow grinding process which is designed to improve the
quality and yield of the vegetable and fruit juice.
Always wash fruit and vegetables thoroughly before juicing.
Always remove large stones or hard seeds from fruit/vegetables
prior to juicing. Remove any hard inedible skins such as melon,
pineapple and mango skin before juicing.
If pieces of fruit or vegetables are very large, chop them to a size
that will fit down the juicer’s food chute. Smaller pieces of fruit will
always produce a better quality of juice.
Ensure the dots are in position on top of the juicer lid. Turn the
control switch (8) to ‘ON’ to start the juicing mechanism.
Feed the fruit and vegetables into the juicer slowly. You should only
need the pusher when juicing leafy greens. Do not force the food
pusher rapidly as this may harm the juicer and will produce lesser
quality juice.
With the juice spout tap open, juice from the fruit and/or vegetables
will flow directly into the juice jug and the pulp will be collected in
the pulp jug.
When juicing is complete, ensure that the juicer’s control switch is
set to the ‘OFF’ position. After you’ve finished juicing, go into reverse
mode for 2-3 seconds to help disassembling and cleaning. When the
power is turned off at the outlet and the juicer is unplugged, your is
safe to disassemble.
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Disassemble your juicer in the following order:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Remove the pusher (1).
Remove the hopper (A).
Remove the auger (B).
Remove the strainer (C) and strainer holder (D).
Remove the juice bowl (E).

CAUTION:
Never put your hand or any other object in the food chute during
operation.

Tips For Juicing
Always make sure the rubber stopper on the underside of the
juice bowl is plugged in. This regulates the pressure of the waste
spout and prevents it clogging. Only open the rubber stopper when
cleaning.
Chop ingredients into small pieces for optimal extraction.
Never use ice or frozen fruit with your juicer.
Soak raw nuts (not roasted) for 12-24 hours prior to juicing. Dry nuts
will make nut butters, add some water to make milk.
If the pulp spout is clogging with waste it is important to be mindful
of the speed you are adding the ingredients. Clean it and continue at
a slower pace.
Stringy fibrous ingredients like celery or wheatgrass should be
chopped down to 1-2” clumps and balled up or folded up, to prevent
the stringy fibres tangling inside. With such ingredients and leafy
greens it’s useful to alternate adding the ingredients with harder
ingredients, when combined you’ll get a smoother operation and a
higher yield.
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Your juicer can handle most varieties of fruit and vegetables. If using
fruit with hard, inedible skin (i.e. watermelons, pineapple, mangoes
etc.) always remove the skin before placing in the juicer. For better
tasting citrus juice, also remove the inner white peel. Fruits with
stones or hard seeds (i.e. mangoes, nectarines, apricots, and
cherries) should be pitted before juicing. A small amount of lemon
can be added to apple juice to prevent the juice browning. Bananas
can be difficult to juice, we recommend mashing them seperately
and stirring in.
The juicer is not suitable for juicing very hard and starchy fruits or
vegetables such as sugar cane. When juicing fruit and vegetables
of different consistencies it may help to juice different combinations,
i.e. juice soft fruit first, (i.e. oranges) then follow with hard fruit (i.e.
apples). This will help you achieve maximum juice extraction. If
juicing herbs or leafy greens, wrap them together to form a bundle
before placing in the juicer or combine them with other ingredients.

Why not head over to
www.vetojuicers.com
for recipes ideas?
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Cleaning and Storage
We recommend you clean the juicer after each use. Regular
maintenance of your appliance will keep it safe and in proper
operational order.
When not in use or before cleaning, always disconnect the
appliance from the mains supply.
Wash removable parts in warm, soapy water then rinse and dry all
parts. Regularly clean the outside of the appliance with a soft damp
cloth and dry with a dry towel.
Use the supplied brush (F) to help clean the strainer (C).
F

CAUTION: Do not use harsh solvents, alkaline cleaning agents,
abrasive cleansers or scouring agents of any kind when cleaning.
Always check that the appliance is in good working order and that all
removable parts are secure. Check the power supply cord and plug
regularly for cuts or damage.
When not in use store your appliance and all its accessories and
instruction manual in a safe and dry place.

Caution: Do not immerse the motor unit in water or any
other liquid.
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Plug Safety
The appliance is fitted with a 5 amp plug. In the event of having to
change the fuse in the plug supplied, a 5 amp ASTA approved (BS
1363) fuse must be used. Should the plug need to be replaced for
any reason, proceed as described below. The wires in the mains lead
are coloured in accordance with the following code:
• The wire coloured green and yellow must be connected to
the terminal marked with the letter “E” or by the Earth symbol or
coloured green and yellow. Under no circumstances should either
the Neutral or Live be connected to the earth terminal
• The wire coloured blue or black must be connected to the terminal
“N”. Under no circumstances should either the Earth or Live be
connected to the Neutral terminal.
• The wire coloured brown or red must be connected to the terminal
marked “L”. Under no circumstances should either the Earth or
Neutral be connected to the Live terminal.
• Upon completion there must be no cut, or stray strands of wire
present and the cord clamp must be secure over the outer sheath.
If in doubt please contact a qualified engineer for advice.
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Non-rewireable mains plug
If your appliance is supplied with a non-rewireable plug fitted to the
mains lead and should the fuse need replacing, you must use an
ATSTA approved one (conforming to BS1362) of the same rating. If in
doubt, consult a qualified electrician.
If you need to remove the plug – DISCONNECT IT FROM THE MAINS
and then cut off the mains lead and immediately dispose of it safely.
Never attempt to re-use the plug or insert it into a socket outlet, as
there is a danger of an electric shock.

Correct Disposal of this Product
(Waste Electrical & Electronic Equipment)
This marking on the product, accessories or literature indicates that
the product and its electronic accessories should not be disposed
of with other household waste at the end of their working life. To
prevent possible harm to the environment or human health from
uncontrolled waste disposal, please separate these items from
other types of waste and recycle them responsibly to promote the
sustainable reuse of material resources. Household users should
contact either the retailer where they purchased this product, or
their local government office, for details of where and how they can
take these items for environmentally safe recycling. Business users
should contact their supplier and check the terms and conditions of
the purchase contract. This product and its electronic accessories
should not be mixed with other commercial wastes for disposal.
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Troubleshooting
Problem

Reason

Solution

The appliance
suddenly
stops

A. The power plug
is not properly
inserted

A. Insert the plug into the
socket.

B. The quantity of
fruit / vegetables
put
into the juicer are
too large
C. Hard fruit /
vegetables are
not cut into small
enough pieces

The juice
amount is
small or juice
flows
out of the main
body
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A. Fruit /
vegetables are
too cold for
optimal squeezing
B. The rubber pad
at the bottom of
the bowl is not
installed property

B. Press “reverse” for 2-3
seconds to make fruits /
vegetables return upwards;
then press “forward” (repeat
the process about 3 times).
If the machine
still does not run, clean the
machine and start
juicing again.
C. Hard fruits / vegetables
(such as carrots)
should be squeezed after
being cut into strips.
A. The juice amount will
increase if fruit /
vegetables are squeezed
after being immersed
in lukewarm water.
B. Ensure the rubber pad
is securely tucked into the
juicing bowl.

Veto Slow Juicer

There is abnormal
noise

A. Accessories are A. Stop the appliance
not property
and check whether the
installed
accessories are
property installed.
B. The appliance
is put on an
B. Put the juicer on an
uneven surface
even surface.
C. Hard fruit /
vegetables cause
sound during
squeezing

The container and
accessories are
discoloured after
use

C. Certain friction noise
can be heard when
carrots or apples are
used for squeezing. It
has no impact on the
process.

The container and Clean the juicer soon
accessories are
after use. It may hep
likely to be
to wipe the appliance
discoloured when
with some edible oil
fruits / vegetaand clean it with a non
bles with pigment
abrasive detergent.
(such as carrots,
spinach,
Discolouring will never
etc.) are used for have an impact on your
squeezing.
juicers performance.
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Guarantee
This guarantee is applicable for goods bought directly from Veto
Juicers. If you purchased your juicer from another vendor please
contact them.
If by chance you are unhappy with your purchase, please contact us
within seven days of delivery for a refund. Returned items must be
in unused condition with all supplied Veto Juicers accessories and
packaging. You are responsible for the condition of your goods until
they reach us, so pack your items carefully to prevent damage in
transit. Worn, damaged or incomplete returns will not be eligible for
a refund and will be returned to you.
All our goods are supplied with a 12 month warranty from the date
of purchase, covering defects in materials and workmanship under
conditions of normal use and maintenance. If your goods develop a
fault within this period, we will repair or replace the item. If we cannot
do this we will refund your actual purchase price.
If goods become defective within three months of delivery, we will
pay for collection of the items and delivery of the replacement. After
this time, we will not pay to collect items.
In the unlikely event that your goods arrive damaged, please inform
us within 24 hours of delivery, including photos of the damage. The
claim will be assessed, and if approved we will arrange for the goods
to be collected and we will replace or refund as necessary.
It is your responsibility to securely package items for their safe return
to us using a trackable service. Not doing so will void your warranty.
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To arrange the return of your item please contact us by email at
info@vetojuicers.com.
This guarantee is subject to the following provisions:
•
•
•

The product must be correctly installed and operated in
accordance with the instructions contained in these operating
instructions.
This guarantee does not cover accidental damage or misuse.
This guarantee will be rendered invalid if the product is resold
or has been damaged by inexpert repairs. The manufacturers
disclaim any liability for incidental or consequential damages.

This guarantee is in addition to, and does not diminish, your statutory
or legal rights.
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Veto Juicers, part of Fridja LTD.
82 Lower Clapton Road,
London, E5 0RN, United Kingdom.
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